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Here at siding mounts
All of us at Siding Mounts understand the importance of your
home.  We  are  homeowners  too,  and  we  settle  for  only  the
highest  quality  and  best-looking  products  we  can  find.
Cladding is all too often either ugly or does not function as
it is intended to, which will cause myriad problems down the
road. When we design our products, we keep the homeowner in
mind.  We  want  your  home  to  be  beautiful  and  safe  from
potential problems. You can rest assured there will be no
structural problems with our high-quality siding mounts.

Product description

https://sidingmounts.com/product/301-6-wall-vent/


The 301 6” Wall Vent is a fresh air intake vent designed for
multiple purposes, including heaters and air conditioning, hot
water tank, and gas furnace. It can be purchased to include
the adaptor collar as well to make installation easier, if
that is what you are looking for. Or it can be purchased
alone,  as  a  6”  vent.  We  are  trusted  by  contractors  and
homeowners from people all across the country and you can find
out why by adding this product to your cart. Here at siding
mounts we keep aesthetics and functionality in mind when we
design our products and the 301 6” Wall Vent is no exception!

Details

The 301 6” Wall Vent comes in two colour choices: white or
black. You can add contrast or continue flow of your home
depending on how you want to use them. Add the black to a
lighter exterior paint to add some contrast or add the white
to a darker home painted navy blue or dark green or dark brown
to give it some highlight features. This vent is available in
two options: as a vent only, or the combo pack which includes
the collar.


